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Just a Mention: real time KL





from the cusp model (68) with m? = M, α = 7/4, ρ0 = 106M/pc3 and a20 = 0.1pc. We perform 
the integration (73) for several sets of initial distributions and show the resultant probability P(e) 
in Fig. 10. For the cusp model, we take the same background profile as the one we take for Fig. 
9, while the core profile corresponds to replacing α = 7/4 by α = 1/2. It is clear from the figure 
that the cusp profile tends to produce a more elliptic distribution than a core model when other 
parameters are fixed. More interestingly, lighter binaries tend to gain more eccentricity in NC 
than heavier binaries, which means there is an anti-correlation between the binary mass and 
eccentricity in this formation channel. This is different from the binaries in GCs where the mass 
has little impact on eccentricity distribution [30], and is in contrast to what is claimed in [22] 
who considered an alternative eccentric BBH formation channel with direct two-body encounter 
and found that the binary mass and the eccentricity is positively correlated. Though we have yet 
to analyze such situations, such parameter-dependence might ultimately be used to distinguish 
different formation scenarios. In general, it is clear that most binaries in NCs will have small 
eccentricities. A careful

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1802.05718.pdf Analytical computation of 
eccentricity

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1802.05718.pdf


LISA/LIGO and eccentricity
• Number in LISA affected by
– Peak gravitational frequency
– Enhanced number density required to produce LIGO 

observed rate
– Reduced S/N

• Observe number of binaries as a function of frequency
• Determine formation channel based on predicted 

expected eccentricity
• BUT DON’T NEED TO HAVE ECCENTRIC TEMPLATES 
• Though more information with modest eccentricities 

detected



LIGO eccentricity predictions
•Eccentricity predicted for LIGO very correlated with black hole binary origin
•Dynamical channels clearly predicted to have larger eccentricity in LIGO window
•Break at about 10-5
•Most values too small to be observed at LIGO
•But project back to higher values in LISA



Peak Frequency
• Depends on 
Periapsis
Means highly eccentric binaries radiate at higher 

frequencies
Important to use peak frequency (not orbital 

frequency) as relevant LISA variable

Eliminate a:



Notice eccentricity in LIGO determines min frequency where it radiates





To get numbers need

• Rate
• S/N
• Both as function of eccentricity







Conclusion
• Number of events
– As function of frequency

• Can give big insights into eccentricity distribution
– Hence formation channel

• Some ranges of eccentricities  will be seen with 
templates
– Some lost entirely (sufficiently large e*)

• Amazing that LISA has just the right frequency 
range to distinguish dynamical and isolated 
processes


